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Introduction
• A fundamental data mining task with wide
applications is association rule mining [Agrawal93].
• It consists of finding interesting associations
between items in a transaction database.
• A transaction database is a set of transactions,
where each transaction is a set of items (an
itemset).
• For example:
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Association Rules
• Association rule: an association between two
itemsets XY.
– Support : the percentage of transactions of a database
where the rule occurs.
– Confidence : the support of the rule divided by the
support of its antecedent.

• For example:

{a, b}  {c}

support = 0.5 confidence = 0.66
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Association Rule Mining
• Goal?
– Discovering all rules that have a support and
confidence respectively higher or equal to userdefined thresholds minsup and minconf.

• How?
1. Mining frequent itemsets with an algorithm such
as Apriori, FPGrowth and Hmine.
2. For each frequent itemset X, select an itemset
P ⊆ X to generate a rule of the form P X – P.
Calculate the support and confidence.
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Example
minSup= 0.5 and minConf = 0.5

A transaction database

Some association rules found
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How to choose the thresholds?
• If set too high,
– generate too few results, omitting valuable
information.

• If set too low,
– algorithms can generate an extremely large amount
of results,
– algorithms can become very slow.

• A major problem because
– users have limited resources for analyzing the results
– fine tuning the parameters is time-consuming.
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The problem of setting minsup
• Scenario: A user wants to discover the top 1000
rules from a database and do not want to find
more than 2000 rules.
• For Connect, the range of minsup values that will
satisfy the user is 0.5060 to 0.5052.
• A user having no a priori knowledge of the
database has only a 0.08 % chance of selecting a
minsup value that will make him satisfied.
• Too high, not enough rules.
• Too low, performance deteriorates.
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Our proposal
• Redefining the problem of association rule
mining as mining the top-k association rules.
• Two parameters:
– k is the number of rules to be generated.
– minconf

• Related works: some works have used the
term “top-k association rules”. But they are
applied to mining streams or mining nonstandard rules. [Webb05, You2010]
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Challenges
• An algorithm for top-k association mining
cannot use minsup to prune the search space.
• Large search space: if d different items, up to
rules.
• Adapting the two-steps process for association
mining would be inefficient because we would
need to mine itemsets with minsup = 0 in the
first step.
• So how to define an algorithm?
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TopKRules
Find larger rules by recursively scanning the
database for adding a single item at a time to the
left or right part of each rule (these processes are
called left and right expansions).
{}

{a}⇒{b}.
{a, c}⇒{b}.

{a}⇒{c}.

{a}⇒{b, e}.

{a}⇒{b, f}.

{a}⇒{b, e, f}.
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TopKRules (2)
Main idea
• set minsup = 0.
• use left/right expansions for rule generation.
• keep a set L that contains the current top-k
rules found until now.
• when k rules are found, raise minsup to the
lowest support of the rules in L.
• after that, for each rules added to L, raise the
minsup threshold.
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TopKRules (3)
• The resulting algorithm has poor execution
time because the search space is too large.
• Observation: if we can find rules with higher
support first, we can raise minsup more quickly
and prune the search space.
• How to define what is the most promising?
Our experiment show that the support is a
good choice.
• We added a set R containing the k rules having
the highest support.
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TopKRules (4) - optimizations
• We found that the choice of data structures
for implementing L and R is also very
important:
– L : fibonnaci heap : O(1) amortized time for
insertion and minimum, and O(log(n)) for
deletion.
– R: red-black tree: O(log(n)) worst case time
complexity for insertion, deletion, min and max.

• Merging database scans
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Experimental evaluation
• 4 real-life datasets and 1 synthetic dataset
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Results – influence of k
• Execution time an maximum memory usage grow
linearly with k.
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Results – influence of minconf
• Execution time and memory usage increase when
minconf increases because more rules have to be
generated.
• How much it increases, depends on the dataset.
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Results – influence of database size
• Execution time and memory increases slowly if the
number of rules stay more or less the same.
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Performance comparison
• We compared with an implementation of
association rule generation with FPGrowth, for
optimal minsup selection.
Runtime

Maximum Memory Usage
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Performance comparison (2)

• When minsup is chosen optimally, FPGrowth has
better performance.
• However, setting minsup is very difficult.
• If minsup is set too low, FPGrowth will not find any
rule.
• If minsup is set too high, too many rules will be found
and the performance deteriorates.
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Conclusion
• We proposed an algorithm that let the user set
k, the number of rules to be found.
• Excellent scalability: execution time linearly
increases with k.
• The algorithm has no problem running in
reasonable time and memory limits for k
values of up to 5000 for all datasets.
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Thank you. Questions?

Thanks to the FQRNT
funding programs.
Open source Java data mining software, 46 algorithms
http://www.phillippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/
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